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Abstract. Originally built during the Ayyubid era by the son of Saladin, al-Malik al-Zahir Ghazi (1186-
1216), and rebuilt throughout the Mamluk era (1260-1516), the entrance to the citadel of Aleppo was 
particularly affected by an earthquake in 1822, bombings during the Battle of Aleppo in August 2012, and 
a collapse of ramparts due to an explosion in July 2015. Even if compared to other Syrian sites, there are 
still enough vestiges to grasp the initial architecture, the civil war situation makes extremely difficult any 
"classic" process of digitization by photogrammetry or laser scanning. On this basis, we propose a process 
to produce a 3D model "as relevant as possible" only from a few sightseeing photographs. This process 
combines fast 3D sketching by photogrammetry, 3D modeling, texture mapping and relies on a corpus 
based on pictures available on the net. Furthermore, it has the advantage to be applicable to destroyed 
monuments if sufficient pictures are available. Five photos taken in 2005 by a tourist archaeologist around 
the entrance were first used to generate a partial and poor quality point cloud with photogrammetry. The 
main elements of the inner gate and a part of the arched bridge are distinguishable on the point. Because 
the architecture is fairly rectilinear and symmetrical, it has been possible to redraw in 3D most of the out-
lines by constantly comparing with what is visible on these first photos. The next step is the enrichment of 
the 3D model from the initial geometric basis and thanks to a corpus of photos available on the internet. 
This corpus was constituted from selection of pictures obtained with a search on Google Web Search and 
the keywords "Citadel" and "Aleppo". The selection took into account both the resolution of the images 
and the coverage of the items of interest and gathered 66 pictures. The enrichment of the 3D model is 
performed through an iterative process made up of four main steps: (i) orthophoto extraction from some 
photos of the corpus (ii) 3D modeling from these orthophotos (iii) seamless texture extraction (iv) texture 
mapping. There are still some uncovered lateral areas, unreadable engraved wall writings, and some de-
tails are reconstructed naively, but the essential items, allowing to visually characterize the fortified en-
trance as a whole, have been reconstituted. The 3D model was first used to produce some renderings in-
tended to obtain first reviews from archaeologists and architecture specialists, photos and complementary 
documents allowing correcting and filling the gaps. We wish to set a collaborative process to improve the 
model, based on an exchange with experts of the domain. The resulting model aims at feeding an interac-
tive website dedicated to 3D display of heritage under threats. Other rendering of the model such as virtu-
al reality or 3D printing could also be considered to share this testimony of our heritage. The application 
of this methodology to other sites deserves further studies that would depend on the possibilities of photo-
grammetry, the architectural complexities and human means for 3D modeling. 
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1   Introduction 

Aleppo is the second city in Syria. It has a really important architectural heritage and is in the UNESCO 
World Heritage List. Islamic ruling made it a great city by re-built walls, gates, towers and the citadel. 
Recently, this heritage have been destroyed due to the internal war in Syria [3]. Previously, Aleppo was 
also destroyed several times when Hulagu Khan placed it under siege in 1260 [12] and in 1822 with an 
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earthquake [19] which demolished 30% of its building (cf. Figure 1). The conservation, transformation, 
destruction, and re-invention of the heritage has been thus well-studied [20]. Originally built during the 
Ayyubid era by the son of Saladin, al-Malik al-Zahir Ghazi (1186-1216), and rebuilt throughout the Mam-
luk era (1260-1516) until Al-Achraf Qânsûh Al-Ghûrî, the entrance to the citadel of Aleppo was particu-
larly affected by the earthquake, bombings during the Battle of Aleppo in August 2012, and a collapse of 
ramparts due to an explosion in July 2015 (cf. Figure 2). 

 

Fig. 1. Painting of Hulagu Khan (by Rashid-al-Din Hamadani), drawing of Al-Achraf Qânsûh Al-Ghûrî and antique 
newspaper broad sheet for 1822 being a narrative of the disastrous earthquake in Aleppo (sold by "Bibelots London" 
shop) 

 

 

Fig. 2. In  front  of  the  citadel  on  13  December  2016  (© RFI)  and  urban  structure  around  in  Janu-
ary  2016 (© Directorate-General for Antiquities and Museums) 

Considering the recent events, the experiments of 3D digitizations and reconstructions of the Syrian archi-
tectural heritage are numerous.  Several sites were  digitally documented and reconstructed thanks to  a 
photographic coverage of some UNESCO sites before the war through different projects, with various 
techniques such as spherical photogrammetry [10] [9], photogrammetry and laser scan [4]. After the be-
ginning of war, several projects explored crowd-sourced methods to document and reconstruct the dam-
aged or destroyed heritage. The ancient city of Palmyra was first digitized by photogrammetry thanks to a 
combination of professional pictures and some from the public domain [29], and the Project Mosul [28] 
with 3D reconstructions based on various sources of pictures. 

In the case of the Citadel of Aleppo, different existing works of 3D representation. With his photomod- 
elling, W. Wabeh allows a global visualization of the building from a point of view located on the adjoin-
ing street [9]. We can also cite a 3D model of the Citadel in sketchfab [16], and 3D elements of gameplay 
in video game environments, such as Minecraft and Uncharted [8] (cf. Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3. Top: 3d models from a visitor site plan [1], CIPA database [9], Sketchfab [16] / Bottom: the video games 
Minecraft [2] (left) and Uncharted 3 (center and right) [8] 

Currently and even if compared to other Syrian sites, there are still enough vestiges to grasp the initial 
architecture, the geopolitical situation makes extremely difficult any "classic" process of digitization by 
photogrammetry or laser scanning. In parallel with this, at the same time, the close-range photogrammetry 
has been used for at least a decade to reconstruct buildings as they were before their destruction [31]. In 
the reference book dedicated to it [22], it is defined that the close-range photogrammetry "encompasses 
methods of image measurement and interpretation in order to derive the shape and location of an object 
from one or more photographs of that object". With the advent of crowdsourcing, participatory photo-
grammetry strategies emerge [15], especially from heterogeneous sources [14] [24]. The iconographic 
databases concerning heritage, for research and teaching purposes, are also widely used today [21] [26]. 
 
This paper proposes a process to produce a 3D representation of the entrance to the  citadel of Aleppo, as 
it was before destruction and enough detailed for a close point of view, from a very poor photographic 
coverage of the monument. This production took place as part of the West Digital Conservatory of Ar-
chaeological Heritage project [5]. 

2   Method 

Our approach focuses on the fact that we have fixed constraints concerning the corpus of photos at our 
disposal, in order to test the possibility of doing the best with a minimum of resources. Examples of 3D 
productions made from very few photos, and usable in the context of scientific reasoning, are scarcely 
available. Among them, we can point a relatively old work of control survey of a drilling platform (16 
photos) [6] and, more recently, 2 studies of collision crush [13] and forensic 3D analysis [23] (sometimes 
only 2 - 3 photos). 
 
Our global process, based on the work of Kitamoto et al [18], can be described in 5 steps (cf. Figure 4): 
1. Selection of sightseeing photos taken with the same camera, zoom and lighting settings 
2. Photogrammetry and mesh generation 
3. Manual modeling of volumes from the photogrammetry mesh and symmetric deductions 
4. Selection of a corpus of photos available on the internet showing the details of the characteristic 
elements of the building 
5. Texture mapping and renderings 
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Fig. 4. Presentation of the global process 

2.1   Modeling of volumes 

Thus, five photos taken in 2005 by a tourist archaeologist around the entrance were first selected and used 
to generate a partial and poor quality cloud with photogrammetry. It was done with Agisoft Photoscan 
Professionnal Edition 1.2.2 and the numerical results are summarized in the table 1. The main elements of 
the inner gate and a part of the arched bridge are distinguished on the point (cf. Figure 5). 

Table 1. Photogrammetry numerical results 

Photo alignment Dense cloud Mesh building 
Accuracy Highest 

Quality Ultra high Surface type Arbitrary 
Pair selection Generic Source data Dense cloud 

Key point limit 40000 Depth filtering Aggressive 
Tie point limit 4000 Interpolation Extrapolated 

Camera aligned 3/5 Points number 1131556 Face count 226309 Tie points 2034 
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Fig. 5. Photos used to do the photogrammetry (green ticks: aligned photos / red crosses: not aligned pho-
tos) and low quality point cloud 
 
The mesh generated by Photoscan was then integrated into the 3ds Max 2015 modeling software. There 
was indeed support for drawing the outlines of the main parts of the building: inner an outer gates, ma-
chicolations, entrance with reliefs depicting dragons, arched bridge and portions of ramparts around. 
Because some fine details are not very noticeable on the mesh from photogrammetry, we generated or-
thoimages by illuminating it, in the CloudCompare software, to improve the readability of the elements. 
These orthoimages and meshes were then integrated into 3ds Max to model the elements a little more 
finely. Because the architecture is fairly rectilinear and symmetrical, it has been possible to complete the 
parts not covered by the photogrammetry (cf. Figure 6). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Top: Illuminated front and side views which supported the 3d modeling / bottom: mesh from pho-
togrammetry on manual modeling and wireframe model redrawn (Polys: 704 850 / Verts: 828 585) 

 

2.2   Texturing 

The next step is the enrichment of the 3D model from the initial geometric basis and thanks to a corpus 
of photos available on the internet, sometimes taken by professional photographers [7], and a 3D web 
virtual tour [27]. This corpus was constituted from selection of pictures obtained with a search on Google 
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Web Search and the keywords "Citadel" and "Aleppo". The selection took into account both the resolu-
tion of the images and the coverage of the items of interest and gathered about 60 pictures (cf. Figure 7). 

 

Fig. 7. Corpus of photos available from the internet intended to enrich the model 
 
The enrichment of the 3D model is performed through an iterative process made up of four main steps 

(cf. Figure 8): 
1. Orthophoto extraction from some photos of the corpus thanks to a "Perspective Crop Tool" 
(software photoshop CS6): it corrects trapezium or perspective distortions that occur, systematically in our 
corpus, when an object is photographed on an oblique plane and not on a normal plane. On some or-
thoimages with unwanted features, such as tourists in front of the lens, the use of Photoshop’s "Clone 
Stamp Tool" is sometimes necessary to "remove" them. Color homogeneity, thanks to the Photoshop’s 
"Match color" tool used with a reference texture, may also be relevant. 
2. Manual 3d modeling of details from these orthophotos: when reading certain photos, the mor-
phology of certain details becomes understandable. A finer sculpture of them, textured afterwards with 
uniform portions of these photos, allows to increase the realism. The diamond barred window, modeled 
after reading a photo with a high resolution on the area, illustrates this step. 
3. Seamless texture extraction: it may happen that some parts to texture, such as the bottom of the 
outer gate, are not present in any photo of the corpus. We need thus to create a seamless and tileable tex-
ture. This technique, well known in computer graphics, consists of the use of the "Offset filter" photoshop. 
4. Texture mapping in 3ds Max, especially with the UVW Map Modifier because the volumes are 
relatively simple. 

 

Fig. 8. Top: use of "Perspective Crop Tool" / Bottom: cleaned orthophoto with homogenized colors, 
diamond barred window modeled from a photo, front face of the gate mapped with the corresponding 
orthophoto (shown in 3d to illustrate the example) 
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3   Results 

The resulting 3D textured model is presented in Figure 9 and renderings are done with the CPU/GPU 
renderer V-Ray. There are still some uncovered lateral areas, unreadable engraved wall writings, and 
some details are reconstructed naively, but the essential items, allowing to visually characterize the forti-
fied entrance as a whole, have been reconstituted. The 3D model was first used to produce some render-
ings intended to obtain first reviews from archaeologists and architecture specialists, photos and comple-
mentary documents allowing correcting and filling the gaps. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Rendering of the resulting 3D textured model: the inner gate overlooking the arched bridge 

(top), the outer gate in the foreground (center), the entrance with reliefs depicting dragons (bottom left) 
and a side view illustrating the need for a better resolution photo of the right wall and the lack of details 
on the roof (bottom right) 

 
In order to test its geometric relevance, a comparison between our model and the one that is down- 
loadable from sketchfab [16] was first performed. However, the validity of it is not assured and this over-
lay shows many differences (cf. Figure 10). It should be interesting to compare the model we produced 
with more reliable models such as the one in [10]. Beyond the comparison of the resulting models, it 
should also be interesting to mix our approach with the previous works fully based on automatic recon-
struction from photogrammetry. We believe that our approach can be complementary of automated meth-
ods in order to improve the resulting meshes, under the condition of a careful control of the coherency of 
the images added during the texturing phase in order to avoid inconsistent representations. 
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Fig. 10. A cutaway model of the one that is downloadable from sketchfab [16] (in red) over our model 

(in yellow) with CloudCompare software 
 

The second approach consisted of inlays of our model on various existing photos. To do this, we used the 
tool "Perspective Match" de 3ds Max which uses a background image to orient a camera so that its posi-
tion and field-of-view match the perspective of the image (cf. Figure 11). This method makes it possible to 
reveal several differences, such as the height of the bridge, which will involve corrections. The goal here 
is to highlight the value of an iterative process that is self-monitoring. 
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Fig. 11. Top : view of the "Perspective Match" tool in 3DS Max / Left : original images / Right : Inlaid 
views of our 3D model 

 
This 3D representation of the Citadel of Aleppo was made possible thanks to: 
1. Taking at least 3 sightseeing photos by making a quarter turn around the building (it is likely 
that the photographer was not aware that it offered the possibility of photogrammetry) 
2. Many architectural symmetries and relatively simple volumes to deduce a large number of 
elements not covered by the photogrammetry 
3. An absence of deadline constraints, concerning the 3D production, making possible the itera-
tive process of a relatively completed modeling, carried out by a single person by intermittence. 
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It is unlikely that conditions 1 and 2 will be fulfilled for possible process applications on other archaeo-
logical sites. However, we believe that, if the evolutions of the photogrammetry techniques will make it 
possible to obtain similar results, even smaller or too heterogeneous corpuses of sightseeing photos, it will 
be quite possible to apply the process. 

4   Perspectives 

In the immediate future, we want to develop a collaborative process to improve the model, based on an 
exchange with experts of the domain.  
To do this first of all, we want to study the possibilities of textured 3d printing that are currently emerging 
[25] [30]. The objective would be to observe, with a 3D printed citadel at a given scale, the differences 
between finely sculpted or textured details.  
At the same time, we are considering to deploy the 3D model at scale 1 within the Immersia platform [11] 
or in a virtual reality headset, to propose experiments around the validation of the reconstitution by ex-
perts. We believe that this kind of model can be integrated into a collaborative work application, where 
users can add annotations, or even 3D sketches to complete certain parts.  
As for the possibilities of mediation, these are obviously numerous, but they are not the heart of our objec-
tives. We will however try to feed interactive websites dedicated to 3D display of heritage under threats. 
With regard to other Syrian sites, there is still a lot of things to develop. For example, it would be interest-
ing to test the latest reconstruction techniques from a single image [17] on sculted elements present in a 
single photo. We are also currently interested in the destroyed funeral towers of Palmyra. 
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